EDITORIAL

Kudos to Saluja and Kamboj!

It seems IJGP has now arrived on the knowledge
publishing highway. Volume I had many teething
troubles including the statutory and the productionrelated with print readership remaining within Þve
hundred. Incidentally, at that point of time we didn’t
have statistics for online users, hence, with no clue about
online viewer-ship.
Now, with the changed online platform, as I am writing
this editorial (2 pm on 22/7/2008) the online ticker
indicates view count for Volume II issue 1 being 17851
and 15794 for the issue 2. A massive growth of more than
30 times, and it’s just the beginning! ‘Ageratum conyzoides
L.: A review on its phytochemical and pharmacological
proÞle’ of Saluja and Kamboj is on the top of the journal’s
all-time top 10 list with 22/7/2008 2 pm data being 3929.
Before the Issue 2 was out, my editorial enjoyed topping
the list. However, now I am feeling belittle before Saluja
and Kamboj with my count being less than 20% of that
of theirs.

favors by compromising the peer-review process. I also
get a special sense on noticing that the Volume 2 Issue
2 did not have any article from the host institution (B
R Nahata College of Pharmacy). The editorial team
is thankful to all those who are considering ĲGP for
the submission of their quality work and over 200
international referees who are tirelessly supporting
the ĲGP’s peer-review process. We are working-out
recognition or reward to the authors and referees on the
basis of the article’s popularity and quality. Please do
keep checking the statistics. Suggestions for the reward/
recognition are welcome.

Above numbers indicate that the ĲGP has really started
getting good articles, referees are reviewing critically and
Associate Editor Mr. Swapnadeep Parial is extending no
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